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A B S T R A C T 

Swift J1749.4-2807 is the only known eclipsing accreting millisecond X-ray pulsar. In this paper, we report on seven 

thermonuclear (Type-I) X-ray bursts observed by NICER during its 2021 outburst. The first six bursts show slow rises and 

long decays, indicative of mixed H/He fuel, whereas the last burst shows fast rise and decay, suggesting He-rich fuel. Time- 
resolved spectroscopy of the bursts revealed typical phenomenology (i.e. an increase in blackbody temperature during the burst 
rise, and steady decrease in the decay), ho we v er, the y required a variable N H 

. We found that the values of N H 

during the bursts 
were roughly double those found in the fits of the persistent emission prior to each burst. We interpret this change in absorption as 
evidence of burst–disc interaction, which we observe due to the high inclination of the system. We searched for burst oscillations 
during each burst and detected a signal in the first burst at the known spin frequency of the neutron star (517.92 Hz). This is the 
first time burst oscillations have been detected from Swift J1749.4-2807. We further find that each X-ray burst occurs on top of 
an ele v ated persistent count rate. We performed time-resolved spectroscopy on the combined data of the bursts with sufficient 
statistics (i.e. the clearest examples of this phenomenon) and found that the blackbody parameters evolve to hotter temperatures 
closer to the onset of the bursts. We interpret this as a consequence of an unusual marginally stable burning process similar to 

that seen through mHz QPOs. 

K ey words: stars: indi vidual (Swift J1749.4–2807) – stars: neutron – X-rays: binaries – X-rays: bursts. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

n a low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB), a neutron star or a black hole
rimary accretes matter from a stellar mass companion star via Roche 
obe o v erflo w. This material generates a v ast amount of X-rays as it
eleases gravitational potential energy in the accretion disc around 
he primary (see, e.g. Tauris & van den Heuvel 2006 , for a re vie w).
n the case of neutron star, LMXBs matter is accreted on to the
eutron star where it spreads across the surface and is compressed 
y the intense gravity. When the matter reaches a critical density, 
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t ignites in a run-away thermonuclear explosion — a Type-I X- 
ay burst (hereafter simply ‘X-ray burst’ or ‘burst’). X-ray bursts 
ppear as a sudden increase in X-ray emission o v er time-scales of
econds, where the burst rises are typically � 1–10 s, followed by
 roughly exponential decay over tens to hundreds of seconds (e.g.
alloway et al. 2008 ). Spectral fitting of X-ray bursts has revealed
eak blackbody temperatures of 1–3 keV (e.g. MINBAR; 1 Galloway 
t al. 2020 ), and the ignited material can have a pure or mixed
omposition of hydrogen, helium, and sometimes carbon (see, e.g. 
e win, v an Paradijs & Taam 1993 ; Strohmayer & Bildsten 2006 ,
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Table 1. Details of the NICER Observation IDs analysed in this paper. 
Quoted exposure times are as after processing. Only the last digit (x) of 
ObsIDs are listed, where ObsID = 465801010x. Times are listed in Terrestrial 
Time. 

ObsID Start time Date Exposure X-ray 
x (MJD) (DD-MM-YY) (s) Bursts 

1 59274.61971 01-03-21 9272 –
2 59275.00551 02-03-21 18 150 Yes 
3 59276.03994 03-03-21 9783 Yes 
4 59277.01551 04-03-21 11 637 Yes 
5 59278.04650 05-03-21 16 957 Yes 
6 59281.20661 08-03-21 5263 –
7 59282.04564 09-03-21 11 283 Yes 
8 59283.01358 10-03-21 12 035 –
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2 After filtering, the eight ObsIDs we analysed each contain between 6 and 
16 pointings, typically lasting ∼ 1000—2000 s. 
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or re vie ws). X-ray photons released by an X-ray burst can interact
ith the accretion disc, leading to changes in the disc structure, mass
utflows from the disc, and a drag being e x erted on the disc (e.g.
egenaar et al. 2016 , 2018 , and references therein). 
Swift J1749.4–2807 (hereafter Swift J1749) was disco v ered in

006 through observations made with the Neil Gehrels Swift Ob-
ervatory ( Swift ; Gehrels 2004 ) Burst Alert Telescope (BAT; Krimm
t al. 2013 ) as a burst-only source (GRB060602B; Beardmore,
odet & Sakamoto 2006 ; Schady et al. 2006 ). Evidence from the soft

pectra suggested that it might have been an X-ray burst rather than a
lassical gamma-ray burst (Palmer et al. 2006 ). The burst origin was
onfirmed to be from an accreting neutron star in 2009 when another
utburst from the source was observed with Swift /BAT, Swift X-Ray
elescope (XRT; Burrows et al. 2003 ), and XMM-Newton ’s European
hoton Imaging Camera (EPIC; Str ̈uder et al. 2001 ). The detection of
n X-ray burst lasting ∼10 s was reported during the 2009 outburst,
nd an approximate bolometric flux of 7 + 4 

−2 × 10 −8 erg s −1 cm 

−2 was
stimated (Wijnands et al. 2009 ). The detection of this X-ray burst
llowed for an upper limit estimation on the distance to the source
f 6.7 ± 1.3 kpc. A persistent X-ray counterpart was found with
he Swift /XRT data, and supported by archi v al XMM-Newton data
howing a constant faint point source with coordinates consistent
ith the Swift /XRT findings (Halpern 2006 ; Wijnands et al. 2009 ).
wift J1749 was detected again in 2010 by the INTEGRAL Joint
uropean X-Ray Monitor (JEM-X2; Lund et al. 2003 ) and observed

urther by Swift (Pavan et al. 2010 ), and the Rossi X-ray Timing
xplorer ( RXTE ; Jahoda et al. 2006 ). The observations from RXTE

evealed that Swift J1749 is an accreting millisecond X-ray pulsar
AMXP, see Patruno & Watts 2021 ; Di Salvo & Sanna 2022 , for
e vie ws), detecting strong coherent pulsations at 517.9 Hz and at its
rst o v ertone (1035.8 Hz; Altamirano et al. 2010 , 2011 ; Bozzo et al.
010 ). The orbital period is 8.82 h, suggesting a minimum companion
ass of 0.475 M � (Belloni et al. 2010 ; Strohmayer & Markwardt

010 ). The RXTE observations also revealed that the system was
clipsing (Markwardt & Strohmayer 2010 ), making it the first (and
o far, only) detected eclipsing AMXP, allowing for the inclination of
he system to be constrained to i ≈ 74 ◦−77 ◦ (Altamirano et al. 2011 ).
uring the 2010 outburst, the second X-ray burst from Swift J1749
as detected (Chenevez et al. 2010 ; Ferrigno et al. 2011 ), however,

tatistics from the INTEGRAL /JEM-X2 data were not sufficient to
erform detailed spectral analysis. 
After o v er 10 years in quiescence, a new outburst of Swift

1749 was detected by INTEGRAL /JEM-X during Galactic bulge
onitoring observations carried out on 2021 February 28 – 2021
arch 1 (Mereminskiy et al. 2021 ). NICER turned to the source

n March 1 (MJD 59274) and observed regularly for the duration
f the outburst (Bult et al. 2021b ). In this paper, we report on the
etection of 7 X-ray bursts with NICER , and their detailed analysis.
he detailed pulsar timing analysis of the full outburst has been
resented in Sanna et al. ( 2022 ), and analysis of the outflows and
pectral evolution of this outburst has been presented in Marino et al.
 2022 ). 

 OBSERVATIONS  

ICER observed Swift J1749 between 2021 March 1 and 2021 May
, generating a total of 33 Observation IDs (ObsIDs 4658010101 –
658010133). We identified the section of the outburst containing
-ray bursts and selected eight ObsIDs encompassing this section of

he outburst to analyse in detail (see Marino et al. 2022 ; Sanna
t al. 2022 , for analysis on a wider range of ObsIDs from this
utburst). These ObsIDs, each containing several data segments
NRAS 524, 2477–2488 (2023) 
or ‘pointings’), 2 are listed in T able 1 . T o process the data, we
sed HEASOFT v6.28 (HEASARC 2014 ) and NICERDAS v7 with
tandard filtering criteria. The total good exposure after processing
as 94.4 ks. 

 DATA  ANALYSI S  A N D  RESULTS  

.1 Outburst evolution and occurrence of X-ray bursts 

he outburst evolution of Swift J1749 between 1 and 10 March 2021
MJD 59274–59283), including X-ray bursts and eclipses, is shown
n Fig. 1 . We constructed a 0.3–10 keV long-term light curve using
6 s bins. We searched for X-ray bursts and found seven in total
cross five ObsIDs (see Table 1 ). In this paper, we do not analyse
he full outburst as observed by NICER , but only the ObsIDs where
-ray bursts were observed. 
From MJD 59274.61971 ( t = 0.6 d in Fig. 1 , with reference time
JD 59274) the light curve shows the persistent count rate to rise

rom ∼28 to ∼36 cts s −1 o v er 1 d, at which point we detected the
rst X-ray burst (MJD 59275.52449). The second observed X-ray
urst occurred half a day later (MJD 59276.10658) at a persistent
ate of ∼42 cts s −1 . The persistent count rate peaked at approximately
0 cts s −1 at t ≈ 3.0 d, and began to drop until the beginning of a large
isibility gap at t ≈ 5.0 d where it reached ∼37 cts s −1 . During this
ime, NICER observed 4 more X-ray bursts (at MJD 59277.66427,
9277.85985, 59278.37967, and 59278.70041) and six eclipses in
otal. Observations resumed at t ≈ 7.2 d during an eclipse, where the
ersistent count rate was at ∼24 cts s −1 following this eclipse. We
aw two more eclipses as the persistent count rate decreased further
o roughly 20 cts s −1 at t ≈ 8.3 d, where a bright X-ray burst occurred
MJD 59282.37445). After the final X-ray burst observed by NICER
he persistent count rate continued to decrease. 

Inspection of the pointings containing X-ray bursts revealed that
he count rate appears to increase before the onset of each X-ray
urst by ∼20 per cent. We, hereafter, refer to this enhanced emission
mmediately prior to each X-ray burst as ‘pre-burst emission’. 

.2 X-ray bursts 

.2.1 Light curves 

e extracted individual X-ray burst light curves in the 0.3–10 keV
nergy band using 1 s bins (Fig. 2 ). We will refer to individual X-ray



Type-I X-ray Bursts from swift J1749 2479 

Figure 1. NICER long-term light curve of the section of Swift J1749’s 2021 outburst, which contains Type-I X-ray bursts with 16 s time resolution in the 
0.3–10 keV energy band. The outburst contains seven thermonuclear X-ray bursts detected in March 2021, denoted by teal lines. 11 eclipses were also detected 
during this time, and are denoted by grey lines (note that there was a small section of eclipse-only data at ∼7.2 d). 

Figure 2. Background-subtracted light curves of the seven X-ray bursts from Swift J1749 aligned by burst onset (with manual optimization for alignment in this 
figure) with 1 s time resolution in the 0.3–10 keV energy band. The rise of B3 was not observed, so manual adjustments were made to optimize tail alignment. 
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ursts as B1, B2,... and B7 for the first, second,... and seventh bursts,
espectively. 

In order to define the burst start and end times, first we identified
he peak of the burst as the 1 s bin with the highest count rate. We
efined the start of each X-ray burst by searching backwards in time
rom the peak bin, and identifying the first time bin in which the
ount rate drops below 10 per cent of the peak. The burst rise time
 t rise ) was defined as the time between the start and peak of the X-ray
urst. We found the end of each X-ray burst by taking the median
f 10 s data segments from the burst peak, and searching forward in
ime for the first segment to fall below 10 per cent of the peak count
ate. We defined the burst end to be the start time of this segment.
he decay time ( t decay ) is defined as the time between the peak and
he end of the X-ray burst. 

When considering the persistent count rate with regards to the 
ackground rate outside of the X-ray burst, in order to differentiate
t from how we define persistent emission in our spectral analysis,
e will hereafter refer to the persistent count rate as the ‘continuum

ount rate’. We found the continuum count rate by taking the median
ount rate of the data from the beginning of the pointing including
n X-ray burst until 30 s before the burst peak. There was no data
ollected due to a drop in telemetry during the rise of B3, so we
anually adjusted the start time such that the tail of the burst was

ligned with the other bursts, and calculated the continuum count 
MNRAS 524, 2477–2488 (2023) 
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Table 2. The photon indices, absorbed 0.5–10 keV fluxes, and reduced χ2 

obtained from modelling the persistent emissions of Swift J1749, with all 
errors quoted at a 90 per cent confidence interval. 

Burst N H Photon Absorbed flux χ2 
ν

(10 22 cm 

−2 ) index (10 −10 erg cm 

−2 s −1 ) ( χ2 /dof) 

1 3.59 ± 0.08 2.36 ± 0.05 2.56 ± 0.02 215/162 
2 3.62 ± 0.08 2.36 ± 0.05 3.10 ± 0.03 196/159 
4 3.63 ± 0.09 2.50 ± 0.06 3.05 ± 0.03 134/144 
5 3.53 ± 0.06 2.43 ± 0.04 2.82 ± 0.02 238/167 
6 3.55 ± 0.07 2.44 ± 0.04 2.99 ± 0.02 141/163 
7 3.11 ± 0.09 2.19 ± 0.06 1.49 ± 0.02 164/138 
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ate by taking the median of the first 500 s of data from the pointing
ontaining the burst. For this reason, B3 is excluded from spectral
nalysis. 

We find that the first six X-ray bursts in this outburst from Swift
1749 are all similar in profile, with an average rise time (excluding
3) of 9.7 s ( σ = 3.9 s for the distribution of burst rise times, Fig.
 ). This is longer than previously reported X-ray bursts from this
ource. 3 With a rise time of 2 s, a more rapid decay and a higher peak
ount rate than the first six bursts, B7 more closely resembles the
rofiles of historic X-ray bursts from this source (see, Ferrigno et al.
011 ). From these rise times, we can infer that the composition is
ikely H-rich fuel in the case of B1–B6, and comparatively He-rich
or B7 (Galloway et al. 2008 ). 

Recent observations of X-ray bursts from SAX J1808.4–3658 and
AXI J1807 + 132 with NICER data hav e rev ealed short plateaus,

r ‘pauses’, in their rises (Bult et al. 2019 ; Albayati et al. 2021 ). We
ooked at the 0.1 s binned light curves to check for these, but found
one. 

.2.2 Persistent emission 

o fit the persistent emission, we took the pointing immediately
efore the one containing each X-ray burst, or the one before
hat if the one immediately before the X-ray burst was eclipsed. 4 

his pointing used for the persistent emission was within the same
bservation in all cases. Background and total spectra were created
sing nibackgen3C50 (Remillard et al. 2022 ), and the total
pectra were rebinned using the optimal binning scheme of Kaastra &
leeker ( 2016 ) with the additional requirement that each spectral
in contains at least 50 photons. In the case of B1, B2, B4, B5,
nd B7, we fitted the 1–9 keV (chosen due to background noise
ominating outside this range) energy spectrum using the Xspec
.12.11.1 (Arnaud 1996 ) model 

tbabs × powerlaw , 

setting the photoelectric cross-sections and the element abun-
ances to the values provided by Verner et al. ( 1996 ) and Wilms,
llen & McCray ( 2000 ), respectively. We initially included a disc
lackbody component, ho we ver, we found that this component was
ot significant in all cases, so it was omitted. For all spectrally
nalysed X-ray bursts, we found an average column density of N H 

 (3 . 52 ± 0 . 03) × 10 22 cm 

−2 , which broadly agrees with values in
iterature (e.g. Ferrigno et al. 2011 ; Bult et al. 2021b ; Marino et al.
022 ). 
The photon indices, absorbed 0.5–10 keV fluxes (following
arino et al. 2022 ), and reduced χ2 obtained from modelling the

ersistent emissions are reported in Table 2 . The errors are quoted at
 90 per cent confidence interval. 

.2.3 Time-resolved spectroscopy of X-ray bursts 

e used a 0.1 s binned 1–9 keV light curve of each X-ray burst
using the previously calculated start and end times) to generate
NRAS 524, 2477–2488 (2023) 

 We note that these bursts were detected by instruments with different 
nergy bands and sensitivities to NICER , (Wijnands et al. 2009 ) detected 
y Swift /BAT ( > 10 keV) and (Ferrigno et al.( 2011 ) by INTEGRAL /JEM-X2 
3—20 keV). 
 This decision was made as our tests had shown that the data immediately 
rior to the X-ray bursts, including the raised pre-burst emission, spectrally 
volve. 
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d
a

TIs that set the temporal boundaries for the bins that we use for
ime-resolved spectroscopy (TRS). We combined 0.1 s light-curve
ins until we had a time interval containing at least 1000 counts.
he last bin was discarded as it usually had insufficient counts for
pectral fitting. Individual spectra were extracted for each TRS bin,
nd were rebinned using optimal binning to a minimum of 25 counts
er energy bin. A single background spectrum was extracted over the
hole X-ray burst using nibackgen3C50 and was used in fitting

ach spectra in the X-ray burst. 
We fitted each TRS spectrum in the 1–9 keV energy band with the
spec model 

tbabs × (bbodyrad + powerlaw) 

allowing tbabs and bbodyrad to vary, with the powerlaw
omponent fixed to the best-fitting parameters from the persistent
mission fits (see T able 2 ). W e found the unabsorbed bolometric flux
y fitting with cflux in the 0.001–100 keV band on bbodyrad .
rrors were found using Xspec ’s chain utility and are quoted for
 90 per cent confidence interval. 

We chose to allow the absorption to vary as using a fixed-
 H blackbody method (with N H fixed to the values found in the
ersistent emission, Table 2 ) in most cases resulted in high reduced
2 values, and implementing the f a -method (Worpel, Galloway &
rice 2013 , 2015 ) to scale the persistent emission did not impro v e

he fits. 5 We did, ho we ver, find that the fit could be impro v ed by
ccounting for varying absorption throughout the burst. In order to
onfirm that varying absorption produced the best fits, we also varied
he powerlaw photon index, ho we ver, this produced unphysically
igh photon indices. We provide a more detailed discussion and
omparison of fits in Appendix A . 

In Fig. 3 , we show the best-fitting parameters for the TRS of
1, B2, B4, and B7 as examples of our results. The bolometric
nabsorbed fluxes ( F bol ) and blackbody temperatures ( kT bb ) of all
pectrally analysed bursts approximately follow the light curve
ontours, increasing during the burst rise and decreasing during the
ecay. This is expected for X-ray bursts (see, e.g. Lewin et al. 1993 ,
or a re vie w). The peak fluxes are reported in Table 3 . In Table 3 , we
lso report the X-ray burst fluences and time-scales τ ( = fluence/peak
 bol ), where the fluences were calculated o v er the burst duration (i.e.
 rise + t decay ). 

We found that the values of N H during the X-ray bursts were higher
y an average of (1.98 ± 0.08) × 10 22 cm 

−2 than those found in the
ts of the persistent emission. From Fig. 3 , we can see that there was
o clear evolution of N H in any of the bursts, ho we v er the y appear
 We note that allowing N H to vary also impro v ed the fits when we used the 
ata immediately prior to the burst (including the raised pre-burst emission) 
s our background spectra. 
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Table 3. Overview of X-ray burst information and parameters calculated from TRS (left to right): burst number, Observation 
ID where only the last digit (x) of ObsIDs are listed (ObsID = 465801010x), the peak unabsorbed bolometric flux, total 
bolometric burst fluence, burst rise time, burst decay time, characteristic time-scale, and average hydrogen column density. 

# ObsID Onset time Peak F bol Fluence t rise t decay τ Average N H 

(MJD) (10 −9 erg s −1 cm 

−2 ) (10 −7 erg cm 

−2 ) (s) (s) (s) (10 22 cm 

−2 ) 

1 2 59275.52449 15 . 85 + 3 . 91 
−2 . 91 3.62 ± 0.13 8 65 22.84 ± 4.08 5.63 ± 0.17 

2 3 59276.10658 14 . 40 + 3 . 27 
−2 . 43 3.71 ± 0.13 13 65 25.79 ± 4.19 5.51 ± 0.16 

4 4 59277.85985 14 . 96 + 4 . 41 
−3 . 05 3.55 ± 0.13 11 75 23.70 ± 5.03 5.52 ± 0.14 

5 5 59278.37967 12 . 62 + 2 . 79 
−2 . 13 3.36 ± 0.12 14 67 26.66 ± 4.21 5.60 ± 0.17 

6 5 59278.70041 13 . 21 + 2 . 76 
−2 . 11 3.49 ± 0.13 10 58 26.43 ± 3.90 5.46 ± 0.17 

7 7 59282.37445 49 . 12 + 20 . 36 
−14 . 06 3.84 ± 0.35 2 50 7.81 ± 2.02 5.33 ± 0.24 

Figure 3. TRS of bursts 1 and 2 (left-hand panel), and 4 and 7 (right-hand panel) using a variable N H method. From top, we show the unabsorbed bolometric 
flux (in units of erg s −1 cm 

−2 ), the blackbody temperature and normalization, the variable hydrogen column density, and the reduced χ2 . Note the log scaling 
in the first two rows. 
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o be correlated with blackbody normalization. This is likely due to 
oor statistics. 
We note that none of these bursts exhibit photospheric radius 

xpansion (PRE; see, e.g. Galloway et al. 2008 , for a re vie w) char-
cterized by an increase in blackbody normalization and decrease in 
T bb at the burst peak. The brightest X-ray burst in our data set (B7)
s not as bright as those seen in historic data, therefore a new upper
imit on distance is not possible to attain. 
MNRAS 524, 2477–2488 (2023) 
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Figure 4. Baseline count rate subtracted light curves of the X-ray bursts 
(excluding B3) from Swift J1749 with 16 s time resolution in the 0.3–10 keV 

energy band. The burst start times are marked by vertical dotted lines. Error 
bars omitted for clarity, but are typically ±1 cts s −1 . 
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Figure 5. Baseline emission subtracted light curves of B4, B5, and B6 from 

Swift J1749 with 8 s time resolution in the 0.3–10 keV energy band. The four 
bins of 50 s duration each used in the spectral analysis of the pre-burst rising 
persistent count rate are denoted by grey bands. 

Figure 6. A contour plot created using MCMC, showing the blackbody 
parameter evolution from fitting the pre-burst emission with the model 
tbabs × (diskbb + powerlaw) , where only diskbb was al- 
lowed to vary freely. Confidence levels are shown at 68 per cent (dotted 
line) and 90 per cent (solid line). 
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.3 Raised pre-burst emission 

.3.1 Light curves of pre-burst emission 

o investigate the enhanced pre-burst emission in the X-ray burst
ight curves, we defined a ‘baseline’ count rate for each X-ray burst
y taking the mean count rates of the pointings immediately before
nd after the pointing containing the X-ray burst, and taking an
verage of these two values. Baseline-subtracted light curves of each
-ray burst are shown in Fig. 4 . The count rate before and after the
ursts appear to be ele v ated compared with neighbour pointings. 

In the case of B1, B2, B4, B5, and B6 the pre-burst count
ate increases by ∼8 cts s −1 before the burst onset. B7’s pre-burst
ount rate also increases to ∼8 cts s −1 , but it dips back down to the
aseline count rate ∼40 s before the X-ray burst onset. In the light
urves where we have sufficient data (B4–B7), we can see that these
henomena occur from ∼200 to 250 s before the burst onset. 

.3.2 TRS of pre-burst emission 

o investigate the spectral evolution of the emission leading up to the
-ray bursts, we considered the best examples of X-ray bursts with

aised pre-burst count rate (B4, B5, and B6) and performed TRS. 
We isolated four bins of data each 50 s in length leading up to 10 s

efore the start of the X-ray burst (see Fig. 5 ). We extracted event
les that combined all bin 1 segments, all bin 2 segments, and so on,
nd the same for the persistent emission (data selection for persistent
pectra defined in Section 3.2.2 ). We justify combining the data in
his way by noting that the persistent emission spectral shapes are
onsistent within errors, suggesting that all three observations sample
he same source state. 

We extracted background and total spectra in the 1–9 keV energy
and for each bin and the persistent emission using niback-
en3C50 , and re-binned the total spectra using optimal binning to a
inimum of 50 cts per energy bin. While investigating the combined

ersistent emission spectrum, we found an absorption line at ∼7 keV,
hich we fitted with a Gaussian. This absorption line was also found
y Marino et al. ( 2022 ) who identified it as a slightly blueshifted Fe
XVI absorption line commonly found in high-inclination LMXBs

see, e.g. Ponti, Mu ̃ noz-Darias & Fender 2014 ). 
NRAS 524, 2477–2488 (2023) 
We simultaneously fit all the bins and persistent spectra with
he spectral model stated in Section 3.2.2 , including a Gaussian
omponent to account for the absorption line found in the persistent
pectrum. For these fits, we estimate the confidence regions using

CMC contours. First, we fit the data allowing both the blackbody
nd power law parameters to vary freely, whilst the N H parameters
ere tied. The blackbody temperature evolved to hotter temperatures

ompared with the persistent spectrum, whilst the power law param-
ters remained consistent with the persistent fits. In order to better
onstrain the blackbody parameters, we performed fits where the
ower law parameters were tied together for all the bins including
he persistent spectrum, and only the blackbody parameters were
llo wed to v ary freely. We sho w the MCMC contours from this fit
n Fig. 6 . Compared with the persistent spectrum, the blackbody
emperature ( kT bb ) evolves towards hotter temperatures closer to the
urst onset, whilst the normalization decreases. We calculated the
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Figure 7. Burst oscillation detection in Burst 1. The top panel shows the 
X-ray burst light curve at 0.5 s time resolution (left axis) along with a 
dynamic power spectrum calculated using a 16 s duration sliding window 

(contours, right axis). The dotted line indicates the known 517.92 Hz pulsar 
spin frequency. The bottom panel shows two cycles of the burst oscillation 
waveform (black) compared to the contemporaneous coherent pulsation in the 
non-burst emission (teal, Sanna et al. 2022 ). Because the coherent pulsation 
has a much smaller amplitude, we plotted this second waveform against the 
zoomed-in scale of the left axis. 
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bsorbed flux for each bin including the persistent bin, and found 
hat it increases closer to the burst onset. 

.4 Search for burst oscillations 

e searched all seven X-ray bursts for the presence of burst
scillations using a Z 

2 
2 -based search method (Buccheri et al. 1983 ).

irst, we corrected the event times to the Solar system barycentre 
sing the DE-430 ephemeris (Folkner et al. 2014 ) and the source
oordinates reported by Jonker et al. ( 2013 ). Next, we used the
inary ephemeris reported by Sanna et al. ( 2022 ) to correct the event
imes for the Doppler shift introduced by the orbital motion of the
eutron star. For a given X-ray burst, we then used all events in
he 0.5 −10 keV energy range within a 100 s time interval starting at
he burst onset. We then used a sliding window method to extract
 series of views on the data, where we used window durations of
 = 4, 8, and 16 s with steps of T /4. For each extracted window,
e e v aluated the Z 

2 
2 score on a grid of frequencies, defined as a

our times o v ersampled F ourier frequenc y grid that was centred on
he 518 Hz neutron star spin frequency and has a width of 10 Hz. If
e assume that Poisson counting statistics hold, then the Z 

2 
2 scores

n absence of a signal should follow a χ2 distribution with four
egrees of freedom. Hence, if a measured Z 

2 
2 score exceeded the 

rial-adjusted 3 σ detection threshold set by this distribution, then we 
dopted it as a burst oscillation candidate. 

A single candidate burst oscillation was found in B1, making it the
rst burst oscillation candidate found in an X-ray burst from Swift
1749. The candidate had a frequency of 517.92 Hz, which is entirely
onsistent with the known spin frequency of the neutron star (Sanna 
t al. 2022 ). This candidate was found in both 8 s and 16 s duration
indows, with peak scores of 33 and 40, respectively. In both cases

he highest score was found when the window position was centred on 
 = 8 s, (relative to the onset time, see the top panel of Fig. 7 ), meaning
hat the burst oscillation candidate was found at the peak intensity 
f the X-ray burst. In order to verify the detection significance of
his candidate, we used a Monte Carlo approach to simulate the true
oise distribution of the search method (Bilous & Watts 2019 ; Bult
t al. 2021a ). Compared to this simulated distribution, we find that
he measured signal had a detection significance of 3.7 σ . 

Taking the epoch during which the burst oscillation is detected 
 t = 2 −22 s after onset), we folded the data on the burst oscillation
requency to obtain its waveform (Fig. 7 , bottom panel). This
aveform is somewhat asymmetric and has a fractional root mean 

quare (rms) amplitude of (7.1 ± 1.5) per cent. In an attempt to
nvestigate the energy dependence of the burst oscillation amplitude, 
e subdivided the energy range into three bands (0.5 −2, 2 −4,

nd 4 −10 keV), and constructed the burst oscillation waveform in 
ach band. The oscillation was significantly detected in each band, 
howing a consistent phase and amplitude. Hence, no significant 
nergy dependence could be detected. 

Like accretion-powered, coherent pulsations from this source, 
he burst oscillation has an asymmetric profile, pointing to sub- 
tantial harmonic content. Indeed, if we decompose the waveform 

nto harmonic components, we find a fundamental amplitude of 
.9 per cent rms and a second harmonic amplitude of 3.4 per cent
ms. These amplitudes are well in excess of the amplitudes measured 
ontemporaneously from the coherent pulsations (Fig. 7 , bottom 

anel). Furthermore, the burst oscillation appears to lag behind the 
oherent pulsation by about 0.07 cycles. We note, ho we ver, that the
hase of the coherent pulsation shows a much larger scatter o v er the
ourse of the outburst (Sanna et al. 2022 ), so we interpret the burst
scillation as being in phase alignment with the coherent pulsation, 
t least within the statistical uncertainty. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

n this paper, we reported an analysis of 7 Type-I X-ray bursts
bserved by NICER during the 2021 outburst of the AMXP Swift
1749. From TRS we found enhanced N H values during the X-ray
ursts compared with those found in the persistent emission prior to
ach burst. We detected a burst oscillation signal during the peak of
he first burst entirely consistent with the known spin frequency of
he neutron star (517.92 Hz). Additionally, we found that each X-ray
urst occurs on top of an ele v ated persistent count rate. TRS of the
re-burst emission showed that the blackbody parameters evolve to 
otter temperatures closer to the onset of the X-ray burst. In this
ection we discuss each of these findings. 

.1 Type-I X-ray bursts 

.1.1 X-ray burst spectral characteristics 

e find that all X-ray bursts from Swift J1749 for which we
erformed TRS exhibit typical spectral phenomenology (an increase 
n blackbody temperature during the burst rise, and steady decrease 
MNRAS 524, 2477–2488 (2023) 
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Figure 8. Schematic of neutron star and accretion disc, viewed edge-on. 
Top: a standard thin disc, bottom: a scenario where a Type-I X-ray burst has 
caused the inner accretion disc to ‘puff up’. We can see that this change in disc 
geometry will not affect line-of-sight absorption in a low-inclination system 

(a), but will in a high-inclination system (b). 
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n the decay). This did, ho we ver, require all the fits to be performed
hile allowing N H to vary. Marino et al. ( 2022 ) also found that

llowing N H to vary during spectral analysis of the full 2021 outburst
f Swift J1749 impro v es the spectral fits. Ho we ver, Marino et al.
 2022 ) does not report values as large as those obtained from our
urst fitting. We find that, during the X-ray bursts, the average N H 

alues were significantly higher than those found in the fits of the
ersistent emission. We interpret this raised N H during the bursts as
eing a consequence of irradiation of the accretion disc by the X-ray
urst emission. This interaction would cause the disc to ‘puff up’
uring the X-ray burst, thus increasing the line-of-sight absorption,
s illustrated in Fig. 8 . This interpretation is strengthened by the fact
hat we would only be able to observe this increased line-of-sight
bsorption if the system is high-inclination, as Swift J1749 is ( i ≈
4 ◦−77 ◦; Altamirano et al. 2011 ). If our interpretation is correct, this
ould explain why these results have not, to our knowledge, been

ound in the TRS of other Type-I X-ray bursts (in low-inclination
ystems). 

Allowing N H to vary during the TRS of X-ray bursts has not, to
ur knowledge, been used to analyse X-ray bursts from eclipsing
ystems (there are eight known eclipsing X-ray bursters out of a
otal of 85 bursting sources; Galloway et al. 2020 ). Ho we ver, the
arying N H method has been performed before on superbursts by
allantyne & Strohmayer ( 2004 ) and Keek et al. ( 2014 ). 6 Both

tudies found that N H increases by an order of magnitude during the
uperburst compared with the persistent emission, and follows a clear
volution. Ballantyne & Strohmayer ( 2004 ) explain the phenomenon
ith an increase in the scale height of the accretion disc, while Keek

t al. ( 2014 ) suggest that disc wind driven by the superburst provides
dditional absorbing material. Whilst we see no clear evolution in
 H during the bursts themselves (likely due to poor statistics), the

act that we observe changes in N H similar to those observed in much
righter superbursts is evidence that we might be seeing burst-disc
nteraction even during standard Type-I X-ray bursts. 

There are arguments for certain orbital phases being associated
ith higher absorption, for example, due to the accretion stream
NRAS 524, 2477–2488 (2023) 

 Interestingly, both Ballantyne & Strohmayer ( 2004 ) and Keek et al. ( 2014 ) 
lso find the Fe XXVI absorption line discussed in Section 3.3.2 . We note 
hat the sources discussed in both these papers are not high inclination (i.e. i 
 70 ◦). 

q  

m  

e  

a
 

t  
 v er and underflowing the accretion disc (see, e.g. Mi ̌sko vi ̌co v ́a et al.
016 ). We checked to see if each burst was occurring at the same
rbital phase, ho we ver the bursts all occurred at dif ferent points in
he orbital phase. 

We report the X-ray burst peak bolometric fluxes, fluences, and
values in Table 3 and will now compare them with the general

opulation. In order to compare peak flux and fluence with Galloway
t al. ( 2008 ), we calculated the normalized peak flux (defined as peak
ux divided by Eddington flux) and normalized fluence ( U b , defined
s fluence divided by Eddington flux), using Eddington flux found
y Kuulkers et al. ( 2003 ). We find that the normalized peak flux
alues for B1–B6, excluding B3, are all ∼0.2, placing them in the
entre of the positi vely ske wed Gaussian distribution of normalized
eak fluxes for non-PRE bursts. B7 has a normalized peak flux of
0.7, placing it in the upper tail of the distribution. We find that all

ur analysed bursts have U b ≈ 5, placing them around the centre
f the Gaussian distribution for non-PRE bursts. We also find that
he values of τ for B1–B6, excluding B3, are very high ( ∼23–27 s),
lacing them in the second peak in the bimodal distribution of non-
RE bursts. These values are in-line with what we expect due to the

ow peak fluxes of the bursts. For B7, which has a significantly higher
eak flux than the other bursts, we find τ to be ∼8 s, which is in the
entre of the first peak of the bimodal distribution of the general
opulation. These results are consistent with mixed H/He unstable
urning (see, e.g. Galloway & Keek 2021 ) where the rp -process is
ominant in B1–B6, while B7 is more He-rich. 

.1.2 Burst oscillations 

e have, for the first time, detected a burst oscillation in an X-ray
urst of Swift J1749. The burst oscillation was found in the peak
f B1 at a frequency of 517.92 Hz, which matches the known spin
requency of the neutron star (Sanna et al. 2022 ). Galloway et al.
 2020 ) lists 16 sources which exhibit burst oscillations, three of
hich are persistent pulsars (see also Bilous & Watts 2019 ). Here,
e report on the fourth persistent pulsar from which burst oscillations
ave been detected. These burst oscillations are typical with respect to
ractional rms amplitude: the general population of burst oscillations
ave a median rms amplitude of 5 per cent (Galloway et al. 2008 ;
otes et al. 2017 ). We find burst oscillations in the peak of an X-ray
 urst, the b urst phase in which 54 per cent of oscillations are found
Galloway et al. 2008 ). However, only 25 per cent of bursts with burst
scillations have τ > 10 s, placing B1 in this minority ( τB1 = 30 s).
hese results show that the burst oscillations we find in Swift J1749
re consistent with the general population. 

.2 Raised pre-burst emission 

e find that the persistent count rate slowly and systematically
ncreases before the ignition of (almost) every X-ray burst we de-
ected. This phenomenon has, to our knowledge, not been previously
bserved in other X-ray burst sources. From our spectral analysis,
e find that the raised pre-burst emission is due to an increase in
lackbody temperature of the thermal component in our model. Al-
hough we see that a thermal component is responsible, the statistical
uality of the data did not allow us to resolve the spectrum into
ultiple thermal components representing disc emission and surface

mission separately. Therefore, we cannot distinguish between disc
nd surface emission. 

If we assume that the increase in pre-burst emission is due to
hermal disc emission, this implies that the mass accretion rate ( Ṁ )
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hrough the disc rises in the ∼200 s prior to the burst. One (unlikely)
ossibility is that the fluctuation in Ṁ is not intrinsically related to 
he burst. Instead these fluctuations might be stochastic variations 
hat happen throughout the outburst and are by chance aligned with 
ome of our bursts. The fact that the pre-burst light curve profile in
7 varies from the previous bursts suggests that the variations are 

ust stochastic. We investigated this idea by searching for random 

ises in persistent count rate without the onset of an X-ray burst. 7 

he ele v ated emission has a clearly discernible pattern in the light
urve with a deviation of ∼8 cts s −1 . Inspecting the light curve of the
hole outburst we found no instance of such a deviation other than

he ones found immediately preceding the X-ray bursts. We therefore 
onclude that the raised pre-burst emission is connected to the burst
gnition. 

We must also ask why the count rate, and hence Ṁ returns to
ormal after the X-ray burst occurred. A second possibility relating 
he raised pre-burst emission to the disc is that the X-ray burst itself
cts as a feedback control on Ṁ . From the TRS we found that N H 

ncreases during the burst, which we argue is due to the disc puffing up
n response to irradiation by the burst. This change in disc geometry
ill affect the rate of mass flow from the disc on to the neutron star

urface that the disc can support, so we could speculate that it is the
adiative impact on the disc that forces it back into its lower Ṁ state.

The problem with this idea, ho we ver, is that there is no reason
o believe that an increase in Ṁ should al w ays trigger an X-ray
urst. The extra flux contributed during the raised pre-burst phase is
nly a very small fraction of the accretion fluence between bursts,
o it is exceedingly unlikely that an X-ray burst would ignite every
ime precisely ∼200 s after Ṁ starts to increase. We therefore argue 
hat the raised pre-burst emission is associated with the neutron star
urface and not the accretion disc. 

If we assume that the increase in pre-burst emission and rise in
lackbody temperature is due to the stellar surface, we could attribute 
t to nuclear burning processes that lead into the unstable burst
gnition. There are two phenomena discussed in the literature that are 
nown to precede X-ray bursts: precursors and mHz quasi-periodic 
scillations (mHz QPOs). ‘Precursors’ are short, burst-like events 
asting a few seconds, which have been interpreted as being due to, for
xample, (i) deep layer or multilayer burst ignition (Bhattacharyya & 

trohmayer 2007 ), (ii) mechanisms related to multipeaked bursts 
Jonker et al. 2004 ), or (iii) shock-generated X-ray bursts before 
uperbursts (Keek & Heger 2011 ; Keek 2012 ). These short events
escribed as precursors are not similar to the pre-burst features we 
ee from Swift J1749, which are o v er 200 s and seem to be due to
hanges in the persistent emission rather than additional features on 
op of the persistent emission. Therefore we can dismiss that the 
aised pre-burst emission we see in our bursts is related to the same
henomena. 
The second phenomena seen preceding X-ray bursts are mHz 

POs. Re vni vtse v et al. ( 2001 ) disco v ered a class of low-frequency
7–9 mHz), soft energy (1–5 keV) QPO with fractional rms ampli- 
udes of ≈ 2 per cent, which disappear after X-ray bursts. Heger, 
umming & Woosley ( 2007 ) explained that these mHz QPOs could
e caused by marginally stable nuclear burning on the neutron 
tar’s surface, where the burning is only oscillatory close to the 
 This was found by taking the median and maximum deviation in each 
ointing, and taking the absolute difference between the two. We visually 
nspected pointings showing values higher than ∼4 cts s −1 . Other than in 
ointings containing either a burst or eclipse, there were no systematic 
eviations. 

R
G
c
s
u
S
p

uminosity boundary between stable and unstable burning. Heger 
t al. ( 2007 ) also shows that temperature fluctuations are possible
n the burning layer during the oscillations. Altamirano et al. ( 2008 )
ound that the triggering of a thermonuclear X-ray burst is also
inked to the frequency of the QPO dropping below � 9 mHz. A
ossible interpretation of the pre-burst rises we see in our data is
hat these rises are the start of mHz QPOs that trigger an X-ray
urst after just the rise of the first period. If we consider the ‘bump’
efore B7 to be half an oscillation, this gives us a possible QPO
requency of ∼2 mHz, which is below the critical frequency found
y Altamirano et al. ( 2008 ). We also find a fractional rms amplitude
f ∼25 per cent. Whilst mHz QPOs are similar to what we observe
n Swift J1749, these values do not align with those established for
ypically seen mHz QPOs. Therefore we suggest that the raised pre-
urst emission is related to mHz QPOs in that it is caused by a
pecial case of marginally stable or confined burning process on the
tellar surface that culminates in the unstable ignition of an X-ray
urst. 

If our interpretation is correct, and the raised pre-burst emission 
s due to a special marginally stable burning process, then we should
lso consider why this phenomenon is not routinely observed in 
ther sources. We posit two possible explanations. First, we note 
hat mHz QPOs are quite rare (seen in only six sources; Mancuso
t al. 2021 , and references therein). Both observations and theory
uggest that marginally stable burning only occurs in a narrow range
f luminosities ( L 2 −20 keV ≈ 5 − 11 × 10 36 erg s −1 ; Altamirano
t al. 2008 ), a range, which mHz QPO sources tend to only pass
hrough during their outbursts. Swift J1749 stays within a narrow 

ange of luminosities ( L 2 −20 keV ≈ 1 − 2 × 10 36 erg s −1 ) during its
utburst. It is possible that this special marginally stable burning 
rocess occurs in this narrow range of luminosities that Swift J1749
appens to stay in during its outburst. Hence, specific neutron star
nd Ṁ parameters may simply place Swift J1749 in a part of the
arginally stable burning process regime that is not sampled by other
-ray burst sources. Secondly, as a pulsar, Swift J1749 has unusually
igh harmonic content (i.e. the o v ertone is often stronger than the
undamental), pointing to a rather unusual inner accretion geometry 
Altamirano et al. 2011 ; Sanna et al. 2022 ). If we assume that other
lassical mHz QPO sources are indeed non-pulsating sources (and 
hat the lack of observed pulsations is not due to rotational axis
lignment with the magnetic axis), Swift J1749 would be the first
Hz QPO source that is also an accreting millisecond pulsar and

o has a stronger magnetic field than non-pulsating sources. Hence, 
e could speculate that we are observing a mHz QPO that is either
agnetically confined to a local region of the stellar surface and/or

istorted by the viewing angle (where the high inclination of the
ystem may play a role). 
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PPENDI X  A :  VA RY IN G  N H 

M E T H O D  IN  X-RAY  

URST  T R S  

n this appendix, we expand upon our investigations for the X-
ay burst TRS presented in Section 3.2.3 . We found that a single
lackbody model, 

tbabs × (bbodyrad + powerlaw) 

ith N H and powerlaw components fixed to the best-fitting pa-
ameters from the persistent emission fits (see Table 2 ) resulted in
arge residuals. Ho we ver, allo wing N H to v ary freely reduced these
esiduals. In Fig. A1 , we show an example spectrum taken from the
eak bin of B4. We can see the model best fits for both the fixed and
arying N H methods, and the residuals. Fig. A2 shows the residuals
rom the first 10 bins of B4, which co v ers 29 s since the burst start
ime. The difference in residuals between the two models shows that
he varying N H model better fits the data, particularly in the lower
nd higher energy ranges of the spectra. 

Reduced χ2 panels from implementing both the fixed and varying
 H methods in the TRS of all analysed bursts can be seen in Fig. A3 .

n each case, the reduced χ2 values indicate that the fixed N H method
id not produce suitable fits, and allowing N H to vary impro v ed the
ts. 
We note that implementing the f a -method (Worpel et al. 2013 ,

015 ) to scale the persistent emission only produced reasonable
ts when f a was allowed to be ne gativ e, which is not a physically
oti v ated option. 
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Figure A1. Burst 4 spectrum, models, and residuals from the peak of the 
burst (bin 4 of the TRS). Top: unfolded burst spectrum ( eufspec command 
in Xspec ), and best-fitting models for the fixed N H method and varying N H 

method. Bottom: residuals from each of the models ( delchi command in 
Xspec ). 
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Figure A2. Residuals from the first 10 spectra used in the TRS of burst 4, where the spectra have been fitted with the fixed and varying N H methods ( delchi 
command in Xspec ). The colour coding is as presented in Fig. A1 (dark grey for fixed N H method and teal for varying N H method). 

Figure A3. Reduced χ2 panels from the TRS of each burst, where the spectra have been fitted using the fixed and varying N H methods. The colour coding is 
as presented in Fig. A1 (dark grey for fixed N H method and teal for varying N H method). 
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